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!Free ? Love Is In The Message (Love, #3) ? The Hallways Are A Scary Place For A New
Relationship With Eddie And The J S Targeting Luke Every Way They CanIt Doesn T Help

One Little Bit When Ryan Kitchener, The Boy Who Attacked Luke When He Was Younger,
Pays A Visit To Luke S House He Leaves A Message That Could Change The Growing
Love Between Cameron And Luke For Ever I didn t think it was possible for this series to
get any better, but the third volume proved me wrong and I couldn t be happier Luke and
Cameron are amazing together, and when their relationship is really tested by bullies and
an intrusion from Luke s past, they need to be stronger than ever.Luke has stood up to the
bullying for a while, but dealing with one of the worst of his tormentors, one who physically
attacked him a few years ago and is now in prison, takes a lot of courage It also brings back
all his fears that Cameron, who is far less willing to blend in will be hurt by than words which
is bad enough And he wants to avoid that if at all possible The choices he has to make are
tough, but he faces and makes them with his own unique brand of courage, determination,
and love and, in the end, that is what it s all about.Cameron is such a wonderful partner He
supports Luke, challenges him to stay true to himself, and grows as a person while he is at
it He clearly loves Luke deeply and will do anything to help him, and to keep him safe He
has his task cut out for him in this story While this book the entire series, really doesn t shy
back from the realities of being bullied, and coming out, it does so in a sensitive, gentle way
which gives a lot of hope that things will become better Not just for Luke and Cameron who
plan to soon go to college together, but for all teenagers who are different and stand up for
who they are.If you like stories where the main characters are challenged into learning and
growing into better, stronger people, if you enjoy watching the first tender moments of
young love exploring a partner, and if you want to see how Luke and Cameron are doing,
you will love this book as much as I did I can only hope there will be another installment
where we see the two young lovers at college That would be just awesome NOTE This
book was provided by the author for the purpose of a review. Luke receives a letter from the
boy who attacked her when Luke was younger In the letter, Ryan the attacker tells Luke
that he is sorry for what he has done Then, few days later, when Luke and Cam and
Mitchell Luke s best friend and Megan Luke s sister are out together, someone slashes
Luke s tires It s all built up that when one of the bullies comes to give another threat to
Luke, he snaps This is the third story from Love Is In series, an M M young adult series
featuring Luke and Cam Honestly, I don t remember much from the two previous stories
hang head in embarassment but thankfully, you don t need to remember the details to
appreciate this one.I love how Luke s finally lets out what he has stored inside I actually
applauds him for taking a stance over the bully While I m not a supporter of violence, but
there is a limit to one s patience afterall I think Luke is so brave and so wonderful.I love
Luke and Cam s relationship I hope the next story will tackle Luke s fear over actual sex
since that one issue is hanging in the backdrop of this story. I hate having to wait between
these stories I want and I want now Anyway poor Luke, my heart breaks for him but I am so
glad he has his mom, friends and Cam I know things will get better for him, but it s hard to
read about all the crap he is going through, now I just have to wait for the next one Very

nice YA series I liked Cameron and Luke together Very responsible young people.I would
have loved reading about them going to college though. Beautiful Cam and Luke are both
just the biggest sweethearts, so forgiving and hopeful and brave This is such an inspiring
series acknowledging the bullying and the teasing, but doing it in the most amazingly
hopeful way.The only thing I m left wanting at the end of this one is that every Luke out
there could have a Cam and a Mitchell to stand beside them.That being said, though, I m
reminded of all the times Luke didnt have them with him and made some really tough
choices on his own Good, inspiring choices that make me wish we all could be so wise and
forgiving. This was my least favorite of the 3 books in this short series.Book 1 started out
really sweet Book 2 was a bit problematic, but I still liked it Book 3 just had problems,
without the cuteness that saved book 2 for me.Nice boys, Luke and Cam, but a little too
much drama for me.This calls for a Jake picture to cheer me up.

I love this series and I have been waiting for this story It was so worth the wait This was an

emotional read and you really feel for all Luke is struggling to work through Cam was his
usual amazing and wonderful self I loved Mitchell and Megan I loved the whole story Here s
hoping we get to visit all of these characters again soon. 3.5 StarsA fitting end to this little
trilogy It isn t easy, and it s not all sunshine and rainbows but love is a powerful thing and it
can bring joy as well as forgiveness.Again, topical YA, warts and all. Go, Luke and Cam
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